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The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is a financial services regulator. It requires us, Scottish Widows, to
give you this important information to help you to decide whether our Retirement Account is right for you.
You should read this illustration together with the Key Features of the Scottish Widows Retirement Account
so that you understand what you are buying, and then keep them safe for future reference.

This is an illustration of what you might get back from your Account at your chosen retirement date. Figures
shown are for illustrative purposes only and do not form an offer.

Who is the Account for?
You Mr A Example, male

Date of birth 7 August 1973

Chosen retirement age 65

What will the payments be?

Regular Payments Single
Payment(s)

Transfer
Payment(s)

You pay £0.00 £0.00 £60,000.00

Basic rate tax relief £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

Payment(s) by other individual(s) £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

Basic rate tax relief £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

Payment(s) by your employer(s) £0.00 £0.00 £0.00

Total £0.00 £0.00 £60,000.00

Assumed start date 7 August 2018
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What will your Account invest in?

Payments, less any charges, will be invested as follows:

Investment Regular Payments Single Payment(s) Transfer Payment(s)

Balanced - targeting flexible
access - - 100%

Charges and expenses, and what you might get back, will vary depending on the investments you choose.
Please refer to ‘What are the charges?’.

As you have chosen to invest your plan in the Balanced - targeting flexible access Governed Investment
Strategy, the funds your plan invests in may change as you near retirement. The appropriate growth rates
for the funds you move into as you near retirement may be lower than the growth rates we have used in this
illustration. The growth rates we’ve used are based on the funds you will initially be invested in. If lower
rates were used, the ‘What might you get back when you’re 65?’ figures we show would also be lower.

The funds that you will initially be invested in are:

Investment Investment Percentage

SW Pension Portfolio Two 100

Please refer to the ‘Governed Investment Strategy Guide’ booklet for further information.

Control Account

Each Retirement Account has one or more Control Account. These act as clearing and transactional
accounts for all payments made to and from the Retirement Account. If a Control Account has a positive
balance, it will earn positive balance adjustments, similar to how interest is earned on a bank account.
Scottish Widows will not retain any of this but will pay it back to the Control Account. If a Control Account
goes into deficit, a Deferred Charge will be applied. For details of the current rates of adjustments and
Deferred Charges, please go to www.scottishwidows.co.uk/adjustmentrates.
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What are the charges?

Our charges and the charges you have agreed with your adviser to be deducted from your Account are set
out below.

Please speak to your financial adviser if you require further information on charges.

Our Charges

Service Charge

The service charge for your Account can be between 0.10% and 0.90% each year. It is applied to the
total value of your Account. We expect the yearly service charge rate to initially be 0.27%. The rate
may increase if your total Account value falls, and decrease if your total Account value rises. The
charge will be deducted each month using 1/12th of the yearly rate.

The figures in your illustration have been calculated assuming the following yearly service charge
percentages will apply to your Account.

Total Account value between Yearly charge percentage

£0.00 and £29,999.99 0.90

£30,000.00 and £49,999.99 0.40

£50,000.00 and £99,999.99 0.27

£100,000.00 and £499,999.99 0.25

£500,000.00 and £999,999.99 0.20

£1,000,000.00 and above 0.10

Investment Charges

Scottish Widows Pension Funds

l We will make charges based on the value of the units in the Pension Fund(s) you select. These
charges are allowed for when we calculate the unit prices for the funds, so they will not be shown on
your Account statements. The yearly rate(s), as a percentage of fund values, depend on the
Pension Fund(s) you have chosen. They may change at any time. The current yearly rate(s) are
shown below.

Investment Total Annual Fund Charge

SW Pension Portfolio Two 0.100%

l You can find more details in ‘The Retirement Account Scottish Widows Pension Fund Charges’
factsheet or by contacting us or your financial adviser.
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l As you have chosen to invest in a Governed Investment Strategy, under this strategy, the funds your
Account invests in depend on how close you are to your chosen retirement age.

The charges used in this illustration are based on the funds you will initially be invested in. The
appropriate charges for the funds you move into as you near retirement may be higher.

Please refer to the ‘Governed Investment Strategy Guide’ booklet for further information.

l The Total Annual Fund Charge is the total of the annual management charge and other expenses
incurred in operating the fund. The Total Annual Fund Charge(s) detailed above may change over
time.
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Adviser Charge(s)

You have agreed with your adviser, JOHNSON FLEMING LIMITED, that the Adviser Charge(s) below will
be deducted from your Account:

Initial Adviser Charge(s)

For Transfer Payment(s)

£300.00 will be deducted when your Scottish Widows (tbc) transfer is made into your Account.

Ongoing Adviser Charge(s)

1/12th of 0.24% of the value of your Account will be deducted monthly beginning one month after the
start of your Account until the end of your Account.

Summary of Ongoing Adviser Charges

During year after assumed start
date

% of the Value of your Account
(assuming investments grow at

4.5% each year)

Taking into account price
inflation*

1 £146.29 £144.64

10 £205.78 £162.91

Final Year £301.01 £186.17

The projected amounts in the second column are for illustration only. The actual amounts may be
different.

*The final column shows, in today’s prices, the total Ongoing Adviser Charges we expect to deduct
during that year, assuming price inflation of 2.5% each year.

If any of the payments or the assumed start date change it is likely that the Adviser Charge(s) will be
affected.

Please Note

l Unless otherwise stated, in this illustration we have taken account of all the charges described above.

l If you change your choice of investments, it is likely to affect the figures in this illustration.

l Please speak to us or your adviser for more information on charges.
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What might you get back when you’re 65?

These figures show what you might get back if you choose to start taking a pension (annuity) when you’re
65. The table below assumes that all of the payments shown in the ‘What will the payments be?’ section are
made.

In this illustration, we use ‘Lower Rates’, ‘Middle Rates’ and ‘Higher Rates’ of investment growth to work out
what you might get back. For details on what these rates are please see the section ‘What are the growth
rates used in this illustration?’.

We’ve also assumed that:

l your pension will remain level from when you start taking it.

l your pension will be paid at the start of each month for as long as you live and in any case for a
minimum period of 5 years from when you retire.

If investments grow each year until you retire at Lower Rates Middle Rates Higher Rates

Your final Retirement Planning value could be £43,400 £77,800 £137,000

Which could give you either
a taxable pension each year of £1,530 £3,600 £8,050

or a tax-free cash sum of £10,800 £19,400 £34,300

plus a smaller taxable pension each year of £1,150 £2,700 £6,040

Please Note

l This illustration shows, in today’s prices, the final Retirement Planning values and benefits that might be
payable when you retire. This means that we have allowed for price inflation of 2.5% each year to give
you an indication of how much you would be able to buy with your fund in today’s terms.

l Price inflation reduces the worth of all savings and investments over time.

l These figures are only examples and aren’t guaranteed - they’re not minimum or maximum amounts.
What you will get back depends on a number of factors such as:
l how your investment grows
l the tax treatment of the investment
l the actual age you choose to take your benefits
l how much it costs to convert your retirement fund into pension income.

l Your final Retirement Planning value and benefits payable could be more or less than shown. The
benefits may be less than the payments made.

l Other firms may use different rates of growth for their illustrations and charges may vary. Firms
generally use the same rates as each other to show how retirement funds may be converted into
pension income.

l To help keep track of your Account, we’ll send you a statement each year.

IMPORTANT CHANGES THAT MAY AFFECT YOU

It is expected that, with effect from 6th April 2028, the minimum age from which you can normally take your
pension benefits will increase from 55 to 57. Thereafter it is expected that the minimum age will be no more
than 10 years before your state pension age.
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What are the growth rates used in this illustration?

The investment growth rates we use can vary between the funds you choose. All these rates take into
account price inflation of 2.5% each year. In this illustration, the growth rates each year we’ve used are:-

Investment Lower Rate Middle Rate Higher Rate

SW Pension Portfolio
Two -1.0% 2.0% 4.9%

The maximum FCA growth rates, taking into account price inflation of 2.5%, are a lower rate of -0.5%, a
middle rate of 2.4% and a higher rate of 5.4% each year. The rates we’ve used may be less where we
believe the maximum rates overstate the investment potential of a fund.

For each fund, where maximum FCA growth rates are not used, the rates shown are our current range of
assumptions for long term future investment growth. We may change any growth rate assumption for future
illustrations.

The actual investment growth achieved may be more or less than shown.

You have chosen to invest in the Balanced - targeting flexible access Governed Investment Strategy.
Under this strategy, the funds your Account invests in depend on how close you are to your chosen
retirement age. The growth rates used in this illustration are based on the funds you will initially be invested
in. The appropriate growth rates for the funds you move into as you near retirement may be lower.
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How the charges reduce the growth of your Account?

The table below show the effect of ‘our charges’ (Service Charge and Investment Charges) and any Adviser
Charge(s) based on the assumed investment growth at Middle Rate(s) each year. All pension plan providers
have to give you these figures to help compare the charges for different plans.

The growth rates could be more or less than this and values shown below are not guaranteed.

Transfer Payment(s)

1. How the charges can affect the value of your Account

At the end of
year

Total paid into
the Account

Value of your Account
(taking into account price inflation)

Before charges
are deducted

If only our
charges are

deducted

After all
charges are

deducted

The early years 1 £60,000.00 £61,100 £60,900 £60,400

2 £60,000.00 £62,300 £61,900 £61,200

3 £60,000.00 £63,500 £62,800 £62,100

4 £60,000.00 £64,800 £63,800 £62,900

5 £60,000.00 £66,000 £64,800 £63,700

The later years 10 £60,000.00 £72,700 £70,100 £68,100

15 £60,000.00 £80,100 £75,800 £72,800

At age 65 £60,000.00 £88,300 £82,100 £77,800

The figures shown above are in today’s prices assuming price inflation of 2.5% each year.

The difference in the last two columns of the table illustrates the effect of any Adviser Charges.

2. How the charges can reduce the growth rate of your Account

The reduction from £88,300 to:

l £82,100 means that just our charges reduce the yearly growth rate (taking into account price
inflation) from 2.0% to 1.6%. This is a reduction in the growth rate of 0.4%.

l £77,800 means that all the charges reduce the yearly growth rate (taking into account price inflation)
from 2.0% to 1.3%. This is a reduction in the growth rate of 0.7%.

l The information on the reduction in investment growth can be used to compare the effect of charges
with similar products.

Warning

l If you transfer during the early years, the value of your Account could be less than the amount paid in.

If you have any questions about this illustration, please contact your financial adviser,
JOHNSON FLEMING LIMITED.
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